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fter quenching, depending on the quenchant used, distor-
tion of parts can occur. This is particularly true for water-
quenched parts. Parts must be straightened. This is often 

much easier in the as-quenched condition before aging. However, 
there are certain things that must be understood to achieve straight 
parts. In this article, we will discuss a little about distortion in alumi-
num alloys, and how racking influences distortion. Secondly, we will 
discuss refrigeration of parts before they are straightened. Finally, we 
will discuss the act of straightening or forming in the as-quenched 
condition, and how properties are influenced.

RACKING OF PARTS
Of all the possible “defects” occurring during the heat treatment of 
aluminum, distortion during quenching is the most common. It is 
probably responsible for most of the non-value-added work (straight-
ening) and costs associated with aluminum heat-treating.

Distortion during quenching is caused by differential cooling, 
and differential thermal strains developed during quenching. These 
thermal strains could be developed center-to-surface, or surface-to-
surface. This differential cooling can be caused by large quench rates, 
so that the center is cooled much slower than the surface (non-New-
tonian cooling) or by non-uniform heat transfer across the surface 
of the part.

Aluminum is more prone to quenching distortion than steel. This 
is because solution heat-treating temperatures are so close to the 
liquidus temperature. Aluminum exhibits less strength and greater 
plasticity than steel at the solution heat-treating temperature (or 
austenitizing temperature for steel). Much higher quench rates are 
necessary in aluminum to prevent premature heterogeneous precipi-
tation occurring during quenching, and to maintain supersaturation 
of the solute. 

In steel, there is a coupled phase transformation of austenite to 
martensite. This causes a 3 percent volume change during quench-
ing. There is no coupled phase transformation in aluminum that 
can cause cracking or distortion. However, the coefficient of lin-
ear expansion of aluminum is approximately twice that of steel 
(2.38x10-5 mm/mm for aluminum compared to 1.12x10-5 mm/mm 
for steel). This causes much greater changes in length or volume 
as a function of temperature and increases the probability that 
distortion will occur.

Racking of the parts is critical. The parts should be fully sup-
ported, with the loads spread out over a large area, since the creep 
strength of aluminum is poor. The effect of this is illustrated in 
Figure 1. Parts should be wired loosely to prevent the parts from hit-
ting each other during solution heat treatment. If wired too tightly, 
the wire could cut the parts. The use of pure aluminum wire mini-
mizes this problem. Parts are often tied to steel racks for support. 

If the parts are tied to the steel support too rigidly, the alumi-

num will grow at a much greater amount than the steel during 
heating. Upon cooling, the aluminum will contract more than the 
steel. Allowing movement of the aluminum by loosely attaching the 
parts to the rack will allow movement of the aluminum and reduce 
distortion. 

Because of the poor strength of the heat-treated aluminum 
parts, distortion of the parts can occur as they enter the quenchant. 
Generally, parts should enter the quenchant aerodynamically to 
avoid distortion to the part before it even enters the quenchant. 
It should enter the quenchant smoothly — it should not “slap” the 
quenchant. 

Racking a part so that it enters the quenchant smoothly also offers 
the benefit that it is more likely to have uniform heat transfer across 
the part. Distortion is more likely to occur because of horizontal 
changes in heat transfer than by vertical differences in heat transfer.

REFRIGERATION TO DELAY NATURAL AGING
Before natural aging occurs after solution treating and quenching, 
the ductility approaches that of the annealed condition. This allows 
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Figure 1:  Improperly supported aluminum forging resulting in gross distortion 
of flanges.

Table 1: Typical time and temperature limits for refrigerated parts stored in the 
as-quenched condition.

Alloy Maximum delay Maximum storage time for retention
 time after 
 quenching
2014 
2024  15 minutes 1 day 30 days 90 days 
2219
6061 
7075 30 minutes 7 days 30 days 90 days

–12° C (10° F) max –18° C (0° F) max –23° C (–10° F) max
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forming of parts or straightening to correct warpage and distortion 
resulting from solution heat treating and quenching. Forming can 
be most readily accomplished immediately after quenching, but 
workload may not allow working to be completed before natural 
aging makes the parts difficult or impossible to form. In this case, it 
is common practice to refrigerate the parts quickly after quenching 
to sub-zero temperatures. Precipitation is temperature dependent, 
so it is possible to retard, or even prevent, natural aging by cooling 
the metal to low temperatures immediately after quenching. Typical 
time limits for alloys stored in the as-quenched condition are shown 
in Table 1 [1].

STRETCHING OR FORMING AFTER QUENCHING
Immediately after quenching, AQ Temper alloys are nearly as ductile 
as the “O” or annealed condition. Because of this, as-quenched alloys 
are often formed after quenching, but before artificial aging.

The effects of cold working on toughness after precipitation hard-

ening are directly opposite for 2XXX and 7XXX alloys. Cold working 
after quenching improves the combination of strength and tough-
ness in 2024 [2] and decreases the combination of strength and tough-
ness in the overaged tempers. This is attributed to the precipitation of 
a fine distribution of S´ on dislocations. However, in 7050, cold work-
ing after quenching has the opposite effect [3]. This is attributed to 
the nucleation and preferential growth of coarse h́  on dislocations. 
This decreases the strength, without improving the toughness. This 
is shown in Figure 2.

Stretching of plate materials is generally performed to relieve 
the stresses induced from quenching. The amount of stretch varies 
but is generally in the range of 1 to 5 percent. Because the stretch 
plastically deforms the plate, many dislocations are introduced into 
the material. This plastic deformation causes the elastic stresses 
resulting from quenching to be redistributed into a less deleteri-
ous amount. Applying about 1-3 percent plastic deformation on the 
part generally causes this mechanical stress redistribution. This is 
accomplished by stretching of extrusion and plate, or by compres-
sion striking forgings. To designate the amount of stretch, additional 
digits are assigned after the basic temper designation. These are illus-
trated in Table 2. [4]

Forming of parts can serve two purposes — either to put the part 
into the proper geometry, or to correct distortion. Brake forming is 
often used to put sheet stock into simple shapes prior to aging. Hydro-
forming is nearly always performed when the part is either in the 
annealed condition or the as-quenched condition. Straightening of 
parts is usually performed in the as-quenched condition. The part 
is checked against a die, and the part is then straightened by either 
hammering or by bending the part to fit the die. This is a very time-
consuming process that is avoided with the use of polymer quen-
chants.

CONCLUSION
In this short article, we discussed the causes of distortion in alumi-
num and the importance of proper racking methods. We also dis-
cussed the use of refrigeration to delay the onset of natural aging, so 
that straightening can be accomplished while the parts are in the soft 
as-quenched conditions. Finally, we discussed the effect of forming or 
straightening on the properties of the final aged part. 

In the next article, we will talk about the mechanisms of natural 
and artificial aging. Should you have any questions regarding this 
article, or suggestions for additional articles, please contact the edi-
tor or myself. 
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Figure 2: Schematic illustration of the effects of cold work after quenching on 
the strength of 2XXX and 7XXX alloys.

Table 2: Additional digits used to designate stretch for wrought aluminum 
alloys.

Additional  Stress  Amount
Digits for              Wrought Product Type  Relief of
T Tempers   Process Stretch

T_51X Plate Stretching 1-3%
T_51X Rolled or cold finished rod and bar Stretching 1-3%
T_51X Die or ring forgings and rolled rings Stretching 1-5%
T_510X Extruded rod, bar, profiles, and tube Stretching 1-3%
T_510X Drawn tube Stretching 0.5-3%
T_511X Extruded rod, bar, profiles, and tube Stretching 1-3%
T_511X Drawn tube Stretching 0.5-3%
T_52X All products Stretching 1-5%
T_54X Die forgings Restriking –
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